An integrated approach

Modern hydraulics applications require robust fluid connector solutions with guaranteed long-lasting performance. To that end, Manuli Hydraulics offers a complete range of hoses, fittings and assembly equipment which are designed to work seamlessly together. This harmonised approach allows us to guarantee the quality and performance of hose assemblies in a number of applications.

From design to manufacture and assembly, our commitment to this unified philosophy makes us the global leader in providing integrated solutions for hydraulic connector applications.

Why Manuli?

Manuli Hydraulics is focused on achieving excellence in the design, manufacture and supply of fluid conveyance solutions, components and associated equipment for high pressure hydraulics, refrigeration and oil and marine applications.

Quality and sustainable development are the driving forces of all Manuli Hydraulics activities, with an effort to ensure worldwide availability of technical and commercial support for its products and services.
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BOP Hoses and Quick Couplings

Manuli Hydraulics Drilling Division is fully geared to ensuring that the customers’ precise needs are met with reliable, durable and innovative solutions. In addition, Manuli Hydraulics also offers a wide range of accessories including O-Ring, safety clamps and metal sleeves in both metric and imperial sizes.

Manuli Hydraulics offers a wide selection of specially designed fitting termination seals for rotary drilling applications, with a range of bonded metal fittings with integrated boots and with a range of bonded metal fittings with internal and external termination required. All welding is carried out by qualified engineers according to ASME IX procedures. Termination ends comply with API 7K, API 7K-4, API 7K-9, API 7L, API 14A, API 14F and API 14M.

Manuli Hydraulics offers a wide range of accessories including O-Rings, safety clamps and metal sleeves on both metric and imperial sizes.
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